MODEL 4013
WALK-DRAW DIVIDER CURTAIN
MATERIAL
The lower section, height to be specified ant time of order, shall be solid 19 oz. polyester
reinforced, fire retardant and mildew resistant vinyl fabric. All seams shall be electronically
welded with a full contact weld that fuses the material together for superior strength. A pocket
shall be formed along the bottom edge to accommodate a 4/0 coil proof chain for ballast. The
upper section shall be a 9 oz. vinyl coated polyester mesh. The top hem shall be a double
thickness of mesh reinforced with a vinyl strip. Grommets shall be attached along the vinyl strip
and located 12" on center for attachment to carrier assemblies. Curtain shall stop 2" above the
finish floor and can be specified, either all mesh, all vinyl or any combination in between.
STRUCTURE
The track shall be an enclosed galvanized steel channel 1-7/16" wide and 1-1/4" high. Track
suspension spacing shall not exceed 6'0" center to center in the run of the curtain and 3'0" in the
storage area. Curtain may either be stacked against the wall or with the addition of an optional
curved section of track, the curtain may be stored along the wall for even more clearance. Carrier
assemblies shall have two 1" diameter polyurethane wheels spaced on 12" centers. Carrier
assemblies shall attach to top of curtain by means of a 1/8" "S" hook. The master carriers shall
have four wheels and be located at the ends of the curtain for smooth operation. Also, curtain
shall be supplied with a 1/4" polyester tow rope to operate the curtain.
ACCESSORIES
TIE BACK STRAP
Optional curtain tie back strap is model 4019. See curtain divider section of the specification
manual.
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